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الملخص:
تضمن البحث الى واحدة من االصابات التي يتعرض لها الرياضيون في مختلف االلعاب
وهي اصابة وتر العضلة فوق الشوكية العاملة على مفصل الكتف  ،وهدفت الدراسة الى
أعداد تمرينات تأهيلية لهذا النوع من االصابة وفق الجوانب الوظيفية والبدنية للرياضيين
المصابين  ,كذلك تقييم هذه التمرينات وفق مراحل مختلفة من التطبيق  ،وتم استخدام منهج
البحث فقد استخدم الباحث المنهج التجريبي وبتصميم المجموعة التجريبية الواحدة ذات
المراحل المختلفة ,لمالئمته وطبيعة المشكلة ،وقد اشتمل المجتمع على الالعبون المصابون
العضالت العاملة على مفصل الكتف والناتج عن التهاب وتر العضلة والمشاركون في
الدور الممتاز والدور المؤهل للدرجة الممتازة لسنة  2018_2017في محافظة ذي قار ،
وبلغ مجموع المجتمع  12العبين ،واستنتج الباحثان,ان تطبيق لتمرينات مختلفة ومتنوعة لها
تأثيرا ايجابيا في تأهيل اصابة التهاب وتر العضلة فوق الشوكية  ،تقييم التمرينات التأهيلية
خالل مراحل مختلفة يظهر لنا مقدار التحسن من خالل التطبيق الناجح لهذه التمارين الذي
انعكس على عمل العضلة بدنيا ووظيفا.
الكلمات المفتاحية:حجم تأثير  -التمرينات التأهيلية – االصابة الرياضية  -وتر العضلة –
العضلة فوق الشوكية.

Abstract:
The research included one of the injuries that most athletes fusser from
while practicing various games which is the injury of Supraspinatus

muscle animation of the shoulder joint. The study aimed to prepare
training exercises for this type of injury according to the functional and
physical aspects of the injured athletes, as well as evaluating these
exercises according to different stages of applying. The researchers used
the experimental approach and design an experimental group of different
stages that is suitable for the problem. The population of the study
included the players of shoulder joint injury coursed by musculoskeletal
inflammation, premier league participant and participants of the
qualifying for the premier league of 2017-2018, in Thi-Qar city. The total
of the research community is 12 players. However, the researchers
concluded that the praxis of various exercises has a positive effect on the
inflammation of supraspinatus muscle animation. Thus, the evaluation of
training exercises during different stages showed the amount of
improvement through the successful application of these exercises, which
reflected on the work of the muscle physically and functionally.

Keywords: Exercise rehabilitation -exercises to restore the
injured part --- Effect siz- - Sports injury - Muscle tendon.
1.1 Introduction and importance of the study:
Most countries in all over the world start practicing the sport exercises for
medical purposes as it is an irreplaceable necessity. It is a must for the
specialists of physical injuries and sport rehabilitation to use various
techniques and scientific methods. In recent years, there has been a great
and varied development in the methods and techniques used in
physiotherapy; this shows the positive role of rehabilitation exercises
which are considered as one of the most important means at this stage

because of their positive impact. The researchers has realized that the
sinew of supraspinatus muscle animation in the shoulder joint and
Common in the rounding and refraction of the arm movements is one of
the most muscular tendons because of its direct relation with muscles To
perform joint movements of the muscles of the round cuff and this makes
him vulnerable to injury; This is on one hand and lack of interest in
strengthening it, whether through good warm-up and associated with the
complete lengthening of muscles or through the use of weights in an
inappropriate manner during training on the other. However, the
importance of the research in an attempt to prepare training exercises in
the injury of the sinew of supraspinatus muscle animation and the
development of muscle work physically and functionally, also develop
the work of the joint as a whole of injured athletes.

1.2 Statement of the problem:
Many individuals are exposed to muscle tendon injury due to various and
different causes. The method of diagnosis and treatment varies according
to the type of injury. The sinew of supraspinatus muscle animation injury
will inevitably lead to the occurrence of dysfunction, physical and
biochemical in the muscles working on the shoulder joint. Pain also
realized even if the joint is good so that a movement problem and
weakness in performance. However, though the experience of the
researchers it is shown that the inflammation of sinew occurred because
of overvoltage in early time. It is also one of the common injuries for
players of various sports that the arm is used to throwing and tossing; It is
also of the injuries that the players suddenly affected and can increased to
a serious injury. Thus, through going on the previous studies, the

researchers found that there are no studies that talk about the inhabitation
of supraspinatus muscle animation from one hand and the previous level
of inhabitation is not approver on the other hand; so, all that leads the
researchers to do this study for finding suitable solutions.

1.3 Objectives of the study:
1. Preparation of training exercises for the injury of supraspinatus
muscle animation according to physical and functional principles
of injured athletes.
2.

To identify the size of assessment of rehabilitation exercises at
various stages of the research sample.

3. To identify the impact of rehabilitation exercises of injuring the
sinew of supraspinatus muscle animation and some functional and
physical principles of the research sample.

1.4

Hypothesis of the study:
1. There exists an effect of rehabilitation exercises on the injury
of supraspinatus muscle animation and some physical and
functional principles for injured athletes.
2. Differentiation of the evaluation level in the stages of the
training exercises application in improving the muscles of
shoulder joint of the injured athletes.

1.5. Research Areas:
1.5.1. Human domain:
Athletes injured by some individual and differential games that arms are
used frequently such as volleyball, handball and shooting games in
Dhiqar city.

1.5.2. Time domain:
01/09/2017 to 31/01/2018

1.5.3. Place domain:
Laboratory of Physis, Faculty of Physical Education, Dhiqar University
and Sports Club of Dhiqar City.

2. Theoretical Studies.
2.1. Rehabilitation:
It is a group of sciences specialized in the anatomy of the functional,
anatomical and mechanical aspects of the body’s work during motor
activity. Moreover, the ways of exercise, prevention, treatment, nutrition
and all standards happened in the body during the physical exercises (1).

2.1.1 Supraspinatus Muscle Animation Sinew:
The rotator cuff tendinitis is the most vulnerable to injuries of the four
muscles. The Supraspinatus Muscle Animation Sinew is also vulnerable
to injuries and inflammation especially while passing under the acromion.
The patient may feel shoulder joint ache even the shoulder itself is hale
(2)

.

3. Research methodology:
The researchers use the experimental method to the only experimental
group design of various stages of evaluation.

3.1 Research community and Sample:
The researchers identified the research community in a deliberate way.
The community included those athletes who are affected by
inflammation of Supraspinatus Muscle Animation Sinew in Dhiqar
sports clubs for individual sports such as shooting games, handball and

volleyball. 12 players were selected, two of them have been excepted as
the doctor advised so 10 players are the sample of the study in 83.3%. To
make sure of the injury place, a magnetic resonance test has been done in
Al-Husain Educational Hospital. However, through the report of the
magnetic resonance test and specialized doctor, the place, percentage and
intensity of injury has been identified. The following table shows the
harmonization of variables:
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3.3 means and tools used in the research:
Personal interview, tests, measurements and notes.
3.4 Tools and devices of collecting data:

1. Calculator (1)
2. Laptop (1)
3. A video Camera (1) Sony
4. Medical properties such as Ditol, cotton, gauze, adhesives tapes to
put the clamp on the body and razor blades to remove the hair
from the place of the clips.
5. Electronic designing device (EMG)
6. Dynamometer device for measuring the muscles power.

3.4 The research practical procedures:
3.4.1 Determine the research variables:
The physical and functional variables were determined due to its
importance for ensuring that the muscles work normally. Moreover,
through going on educational resources and specialists’ opinions it is
realized that they are very important (*)1. However, the physical variables
were determined and named as the muscles strength, bearing the muscles
work, level of pain and top and area of electrical work during the work of
the muscles strength and tolerance which are considered as very
important functional and physical variables for the safety of muscular
work.

3.4.2 The Exploratory Experiments.
Many experiments related to the first exploratory experiment have been
done on 25/10/2017. It took place at nine o’clock in the morning with a
sample of three players in the laboratory of physis, faculty of physical
*-Hassan, A, Ali, sport and health, Aleskandria, Dar Almarif publishing,
2011, p:15
Albasri Ebrahim, sport injuries, Baghdad, Dar Alhuria publishing, 1978,
p:93

education, Dhiqar University. Another exploratory experiment with same
standards and conditions has been done after seven days to ensure the
quality of tests, identify the validity of the used tools and devices, identify
the staff and their number (*), identify the needed time for making the test
and finally identify the obstacles that face the experience.

3.4.3. Measurements and Tests Used:
Many tests that must be subjected to many conditions in standard
measurement have been used. The researches have done such tests with
the help of medical and sport rehabilitation specialists. However, the tests
included the identifying if pain level through a clinical examination by
specialist (**2)in the field of joints and fractures, test the strength of the
muscle and testing of electrical activity (EMG) and its as follow:
First: Identifying the measurement of pain degree through diagnosis
during rest and movement at different angles as follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pain during rest time (5 Degrees).
Pain when pressing the injury area (4 degrees).
Pain when moving the arm up aside at 45 angle (3 degrees).
Pain when moving the arm up aside at 60 angle (2degrees).
Pain when moving the arm up aside at 90 angle (1 degree).

Therefore, the maximum pain degree is (7) and the minimum is (Zero);
this means that the higher the degree, the greater the pain and vice versa.

(**) Alkhatib ,N. board joints and fractions, Alnaseria sport club
Mjeed, board joints and fractions, Alshatra public hospital.

Second: The test name, (measuring the maximum power of the
shoulder muscle)(1)3
Aim of the Test:
The aim is to measure the maximum power of the injured arm and the
maximum effort could be produced to perform one involuntary muscle
contraction. It is shown in the form (1)

Form No. (1)
Tools used in the test:
The tools that were uses are Dynamometer along with a chair, Hollow
tubular steel fist and lightweight metal chain.
Performance Description:
The examiner sits down on the dynamometer chair while his trunk is
elongated, looking ahead, and his arms are lying down holding the chain
that is connected to the device; then the examiner is required, with a
particular sign, to move his injured arm aside with a maximum force.
Method of accounting the result:

1. Abdulfatah, A. Ahmed, sport exercises, physiological basics, Qiro, Dar
Alfiqr Alarabi, 1997, p:977

The maximum power is being accounted for the injured arm and the
nearest kilogram the device calculates. The resistance is determined by
pulling the arm to a specific weight and is extended to maximum
capacity.
Third: identify the tolerance power of the injured arm (2)4:
The test name is, examine the arm lift extended to the side (30 seconds).
Aim of the test: measuring the strength of the dorsal muscle.
Tools and devices used in the test are a 50cm high terrace, Electronic
stopwatch and 1.5 Kg Dumbbells.
The way of performance:
Sitting upright on a terrace while the injured arm is hanging down and
fingers sign at the body handling the 1.5 Kg dumbbells; when the
humerus becomes horizontal in a 900c with the body at the articular joint
and return the arm down fully stretched. The practice is repeated many
times as possible as it can be.
Accounting the results:
The correct number of times is calculated in 30 seconds.
Accounting:
The number of correct attempts that has been done within 30 seconds is
accounted as it is shown in form (2)

2- Abdulradha, A. Atshan, the effect of various principals to qualify the
deltoid that is injured with partil rupture and some physical,
biochemical and electrical changes in handball players. Ph.D thesis,
Babel University, 2015, p:88.

Form No. 2
Fourth: measuring the electrical signal (summit &space)

for the

Supraspinatus Muscle Animation;
How the device works;
The modern EMG device is a device does not weight more than 390 gram
connected to the player’s waist. The device sends Bluetooth signals of the
muscles activity to another device connected to the laptop. The modern
EMG device distinguishes in enabling the player to perform all types of
activities such as bounce, rotation and running fast for 40 m of the
receiver’s place to record and save EMG signal; this signal determines the
time of starting and the end the activity of the muscle and its power with
the axes of the muscles working in motion.

3.4.5. The pre-tests:
The pre-test is considered o be the means that enable us to recognize the
place, real level of the injury and the starting point of the researchers.
Group of tests have been applied to be a signal point to set the principals
for ensuring the accuracy of the results on one hand and the effectiveness
of rehabilitation activities on the other. The applied test included the pain

level, the maximum power and the force toleration. It took place on
Sunday, 4/11/2017, at 9:30 am, at faculty of physical education, Dhiqar
University at the same time of maximum test and force toleration. All
participants attended the as well as the assistant staff.

4.3.6. The rehabilitation program:
The rehabilitation activities have been prepared for the injured
Supraspinatus Muscle Animation for eight weeks, three rehabilitation
units weekly. The total number of rehabilitation units is 24. It included
various and suitable activities on the shoulder joint such as rounding,
bending, stretching forward and backward, lifting and lowering the arm.
The researchers took into consideration the repetition and differences in
activities performance with varying performance in terms of increase and
gradation in ranges and mobility. However, the purpose was that to
develop the movement range of joint, rubber rotary palm muscles and
increasing the muscle’s power. The researchers also ensured the
stretching exercises in order to stimulate the largest number of movement
units to participate in the work and return the injured to the condition of
the natural muscle before injury. The rehabilitation program was taken a
care in the term of appropriate rest periods and the ability of the injured
player to return back to the work.

3.4.7. The main Experiment:
 First section:
The first section of the main experiment includes four weeks with three
rehabilitation units per a week. The first week consists of stable power
with negative strength exercises as it shows in the program details.

However, after completing the first time period of rehabilitation,
environmental tests have been done according to the available details for
ensuring the development and respond ability of the muscle.

 Second Section:
The second section of the main experiment includes four weeks with three
different rehabilitation units weekly, various exercises are applied with
different power with using the moving power and strength power that aim
at increase the muscle power; It also develops the returning shoulder
muscle by neuromuscular adjustment that increase the muscular power
due to regulating the work of fibers and regulate the flow of nerve cells.

3.4.8. The post-Tests:
The post-tests have been done after finishing the application of
rehabilitation exercises that the researchers prepared on the groups of
7/1/2018.

3.5. Statistical Means:
The researchers use the statistical mean (SPSS), version (20) in analyzing
the results; using arithmetic mean, standard deviation, torsion coefficient,
Fredman percentage and impact size5 (1)

4. View, Analyze and Discuss the Results:

1- Yasser, E. Kadhim, physiological and mechanical tests and educational
basics, Amman, Dar Naglah publishing, 2017, p:19

4.1. View, Analyze and Discuss the Results of test of pain
level, maximum power, sustain power and space of EMG in
pre, during and post measurements.
The following table shows the standards deviations, arithmetic means,
minimum and maximum power, power toleration, space of EMG in pre,
during and post measurements
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Form (3), shows the amount of sequential evaluation in the studied variable

4.1.2. View and analyze the results of tests between the evaluation
stages and the average grade of Friedman’s calculated grade,
significance level and magnitude of impact.
Table (3), the average grade of Friedman’s calculated grade, pain
level, maximum power, power toleration, peak and space of electrical
activity in pre, during and post measurements.
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7

Form (3), shows effect extent of the rehabilitation exercises
Throughout the table (3) it appears the positive effect of the rehabilitation
exercises that applied on the pre, during and posttests instead of the moral
differences between the three tests and each principal. The statistical
means has also been shown by the toleration of effect and high and good
levels as the good percentage is more than (0.06)(4) 6 in all measurements
that appeared through the following:

4- Yasser, E. Kadhim, physiological and mechanical tests and educational
basics, Amman, Dar Naglah publishing, 2017, p:20

1. In examining the level of pain:
The value of the average grade in the pre-test is (3), and (2.00) in the
during-test while the post- test is (1). To ensure the moral differences, the
researchers has extracted Friedman’s value that amounted (18.00) in level
of (0.000) which is the minimum indication (0.05); that indicates to the
moral differences between the pre, during and post measurements for the
post test.
2. In examining the maximum power:
The value of the average grade in the pre-test is (1), and (2.00) in the
during-test while the post- test is (3). To ensure the moral differences, the
researchers has extracted Friedman’s value that amounted (19.00) in level
of (0.000) which is the minimum indication (0.05); that indicates to the
moral differences between the pre, during and post measurements for the
post test.
3. In examining the power toleration:
The value of the average grade in the pre-test is (1), and (2.00) in the
during-test while the post- test is (3). To ensure the moral differences, the
researchers has extracted Friedman’s value that amounted (20.00) in level
of (0.000) which is the minimum indication (0.05); that indicates to the
moral differences between the pre, during and post measurements for the
post test.
4. In examining the electrical activity EMG (peak and space) of the
maximum power:

The value of the average grade in the pre-test is (3), and (2.00) in the
during-test while the post- test is (1). To ensure the moral differences, the
researchers has extracted Friedman’s value that amounted (17.00) in level
of (0.000) which is the minimum indication (0.05); that indicates to the
moral differences between the pre, during and post measurements for the
post test.
On the other hand, the value of the average grade of the space principal in
the pre-test is (3), and (2.00) in the during-test while the post- test is (1).;
whereas the Friedman’s value amounted (20.00) in level of (0.000) which
is the minimum indication (0.05); that indicates to the moral differences
between the pre, during and post measurements for the post test.
4.1.2. Discussion the results of pain level, maximum power, power
toleration and peak and space of electrical activity in pre, during,
post measurements and Friedman’s value:
Throughout the notes of average grade and Friedman’s value calculated
that appeared in table no.3 in the standards tests of pain level, maximum
power, power toleration and electrical power EMG (peak and space) of
the maximum power.
However, through the results shown in table (3), we note that there exists
a notable development in the body standards and the function of
Supraspinatus muscle animation within the pre, during and post results to
the post measurements; so by such, the researchers refer to the following:
The researchers ensure that the role of rehabilitation exercises and its
various performances perform a positive role in repetition of the injured
sinew and the working muscles in the shoulder’s joint. The rehabilitation

moving activities and their use contribute in increasing the muscular
power for the injured part to be as equal as much to the sound part7 (5).
The researchers noted a clear contradiction in the percentage of electrical
sign of the deltoid within the pre, during and post tests; and it is for the
benefit of the post test in EMG, space of the electrical power of muscles.
Through that the researchers refer to the following:
The rehabilitation program and the type of performed activities that
stands on educational principals lead to difference morals between the
tree measurements. The shoulder joint exercise stands on training the
muscles working in the shoulder joint. The period of the rehabilitation
exercises included the diversity of units to increase the moral and
psychological status of the player and the commitment by the players to
work during the time of rehabilitation exercises. That led to increase the
ability of shoulder muscles with muscles fiber to perform; the ability of
sinew and the rotated-shoulder muscle to fatigue resistance. However,
Mhammed Hassan Alawi and Nasraldin Radwan has ensured that the
muscle power is considered to be one of the important adjectives and
what resulting through it in increasing the muscle toleration that depends
on the power and sound contribution between them and the nervous
system (6).
The resources indicate that the regular training produces increasing in the
individual power due to the body exercises for days, weeks or months by
5 Aldemerdash, W.Mohammed the effect of motor qualifying program
suggested to torn cartilage rupture of baseball players, master thesis,
faculty of physical education, Hawan university, Qiro, 2006, p:119

normalizing the body jutting on a perfect performance of such exercises.
In other words, the effects of body exercises stimulate cells for imprinting
and being more economic performance in the severity of scariness (7).
Hence, the researchers finds that the muscle become more exciting to the
moving units through the developing the of functional work of the muscle
sinew, however, the essential aim of the rehabilitation exercises is to
make physiological adjustment in the muscles involved in the shoulder
joint. These adjustment produce development in the type of muscles fiber
involved in muscles contraction as well as development of the
characteristics of the concerned motor units. It is pointed that the
performance of any movement is related to the corporation of the motor
units in the muscular work where the more number of units the more
increased in the muscular power.
To the wave under the electric curve, the researchers has found the
occurred development in which due to the muscle sinew increasing; that
means the more resistance with the help of numbers of motor fibers the
less of physical, physiological and biochemical burden. However, the
researchers found a contradiction within the signal of the maximum
electrical activity (EMG) due to the less required effort of the muscular
neuropathy and the ability is the power required production in minimum
time; that led to power stimulation because of the refinement and
centralization of work that also led to a minimizing in the electrical
activity space. Saad Sadon has pointed out that is due to calculate the
power of stimulus in the time of constriction. Omar (2012) has also
pointed out that there exists nervous activity occurred due to the effect of
muscular activity; that work on contributing a large number of muscular

fibers in the movement performance in which lead to increasing the
power level without increasing the muscular mass(9).
Testing the variable of electrical activity (EMG) to withstand the
force, (peak and space):
Through the results noted in the table (2), the researchers noticed that
there exists a great development in the average of the electrical sign to the
Supraspinatus muscle animation within the three tests in the benefit of the
post test. The researchers refer to that the cause of such a development is
the required resistance of the muscular work in the post measurement.
That means the muscle was not able to work for a long time, so it is
unable to have largest number of units for the required work. The
toleration was having a positive return in developing the power toleration
of the deltoid. However, the main goal of this method is to develop the
toleration as the muscle activity increases whenever it has an exercise.
The rehabilitation program has led to increase the participation of the
largest number of motor units in the muscle work. The muscle shows a
suitable resistance for performing the required movements. Hence, there
is a contradiction in the maximum signal power that makes it more
regular; this what (Adama and Deluca 2005) have ensured

(10)

. When the

muscular fibers get tired, the effort of the individual is increased by
sharing more motor units (10).
The Wave Under the Electric Curve:
The researchers have found that the space of the space under the curve
varied by different period of the performance where the maximum work
extends longer in which directly proportional to the top of the electrical

signal. Mohammed Mageed has pointed that the greater the time period,
the greater the area of the curve, because it is the result of two variables
which are the high level of peak activity and the time of this summit (11).

5. Findings and recommendations:
5.1. Findings:
According to the goals and hypothesis, community, repulsive procedures,
statistical results of collected data and the under consideration variables
of the study, the researchers have found the following:
1. The rehabilitation exercises have a positive effect on the
rehabilitation of the sinew inflammation of supraspinatus muscle
animation.
2. The rehabilitation exercises have a positive effect on the power
and toleration of supraspinatus muscle animation; therefore, it
reflected on the development of the muscle work physically and
functionally.
3. The rehabilitation exercises have a positive effect on the
development of the muscles working on the shoulder joint in
terms of some physical and functional variables.

5.2. Recommendations:
1. Practicing the rehabilitation exercises that were made for the
inflammation sinew of the muscles working on the shoulder joint.
2. Accreditation the measurements of the level of electrical activity
of muscles (EMG); in order to diagnose cases of muscles injuries
as they are important and accurate diagnostic tools.

3. Attentions to the testes of the dynamic activity of the electrical
muscle with similar studies include different samples.
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Appendix
Appendix (1): the rehabilitation exercises made by the researchers:
The rehabilitation exercises used in the rehabilitation program
Firm shoulder-stretching exercise (constant strength).
1

Stand with the back against the wall and arms along the entire side of
the body. The strength of shoulder must be isosceles. Push the wall by
the arms for five seconds then return to normal.
Shoulder abduction exercise (negative lengthening with the help of a

2

colleague).
Sitting on a chair with fully arm elongated beside the body, the palm
pointing down and the trunk is upright; then start lifting the arm with
the help of a colleague till he feel muscular tension.
Pushing the inner shoulder.

3

Stand from the side and place the injured arm on the wall and bend
the elbow joint at a certain angle; then push the wall by the injured
arm for five seconds and return to normal.
Negative constant lengthening.

4

Lying on the back and the arm extended next to the body, then start
lifting the arm up with the help of a colleague till feeling a nervous
tension.
External shoulder rotation; Stand in a corner or under the door, place

5

the injured arm against the wall and bend from the elbow at 90
degree; then push the arm against the wall for five seconds and return
normal
Lying on the face on a table. The arm swings forward and backward.

6

It is a must to make sure that the thumb is pointing forward (towards
the head).
Lying on the back. Lift the injured arm up with the help of a colleague

7

till feel a nervous tension, and the arm is fixed from the elbow joint
for ten seconds.
Lying on the face and lift the arm forward from the elbow joint so it is

8

an angle between the humerus and the arm. The arm points forward
then start rotating the arm up and down.
Hold the injured hand by the sound hand from the back as it is shown

9

in the picture; then pull the injured arm gradually and slowly to the
top till feel a nervous tension.

Appendix (2): Sample of qualifying units:
Qualifying unit (1, 2, 3)
Date: 5, 7, 9/11/2017
Goal of the unit:

Developing the power and toleration of the shoulder muscles bu using the
exercises of (fixed power with fixed negative elongation)
Notice:
1. The time of repetition the fixed power exercises is 30% of the time
of exhaustion.
2. The intensity of stretching exercises till feel a nervous tension
Time of the unit: 62minutes.

Total
exerci
ses

Size

Rest between
group

Repeti
tion

Repetitio
n

Frequency
of
repetition

Qualifying
exercises

General s

9.10m

2m

40s

3*3

3*5 s

9.10m

2m

40s

3*3

3*5 s

10
minutes

Sect
ion

Exercise 1
Exercise
2

9.10m

2m

40s

3*3

3*5 s

Exercise 6

9.10m

2m

40s

3*3

3*5 s

Exercise 4

9.10m

2m

40s

3*3

3*5 s

Exercise 9

General calming exercises

Time

أThe
unit
sect
ors

The main sector
(46) minutes

Conclusion
sector
minutes

(5)

